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ABSTRACT

A synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking defines an inner surface and has a raised knit body defining an opposite outer surface. The fabric includes hydrophilic and hydrophobic fiber-containing yarns. At the inner surface, the hydrophilic fiber-containing yarns collect liquid sweat from a wearer’s skin surface and maintain the collected sweat at the inner surface, generally in the vicinity of and/or in contact with the wearer’s skin, for encouraging evaporation of sweat and providing evaporative cooling. The raised knit body extends from the inner surface toward, and defines, the opposite outer surface. The hydrophobic fiber-containing yarns are arranged in a radiator-like construction forming egg-crake or honey-comb like cells or pores, defined by the knit body and open to the inner surface. At the outer fabric surface, the hydrophobic fibers receive excess sweat from the wearer’s body, thereby to encourage rapid evaporation and drying, for improved breathability.
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SYNTHETIC RADIATOR FABRIC

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/356,251, filed Jun. 29, 2016, the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This invention relates to fabrics, and more particularly to improved synthetic radiator fabrics with permanent mechanical wicking.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Cotton is considered to be the king of casual warm weather attire. It is highly breathable, and it absorbs body moisture vapor and light sweat from our bodies so we feel less sticky. It is also more cool and comfortable when worn in higher heat conditions, e.g., as compared to synthetic fabrics. However, it is recognized that under relatively heavier exertion, cotton will “wet-out”, i.e., excess moisture (sweat) makes the cotton fibers swell, creating a barrier to breathability. A feel-good cotton T-shirt can then become a soggy, uncomfortable mess.

[0004] However, that’s old news, and among the reasons for 100% polyester and other synthetic garments becoming so popular; i.e., they are quick drying. However, the rapid drying speed of synthetic materials often results in wearing conditions that can make these garments too cool for the comfort of the wearer. For example, distance athletes often complain about the discomfort of flash cooling experienced with sweat-soaked synthetic garments, especially when the temperature drops, and/or when the wind picks up. It is also recognized that when a polyester shirt is dry, its feels relatively warm to the wearer, and no one wants to wear a warm shirt on a hot day or in the gym. However, when it becomes necessary to make a choice, many wearers will put up with the undesirable temperature swings experienced with garments formed of synthetic fabric, thereby to retain the benefits of quick drying, but foregoing the recognized advantages of cotton.

SUMMARY

[0005] In general, this disclosure relates to a cooling fabric technology somewhat akin to vehicle radiators, but that uses the body’s natural cooling processes, namely, sweat, to create a permanent mechanical wicking fabric that transfers heat and sweat away from the wearer’s body and out into the air being blown across an outside surface of the fabric. There are no chemical reactions involved in this cooling process, e.g., such as might be found in apparel using a xylool (i.e., sugar alcohol) finish. Instead, the fabric of this disclosure is a permanent wicking fabric, inspired in part by the structure of car and other vehicle radiators. The novel fabric transfers heat and sweat away from a wearer’s body and out into the air being blown across the outside surface of the fabric, the outside surface being spaced advantageously from the wearer’s skin surface by the raised fabric structure.

[0006] According to the invention, a synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking defines an inner surface and has a raised knit body construction defining an opposite outer surface. The fabric comprises hydrophilic fiber-containing yarns and hydrophobic fiber-containing yarns. The inner surface comprising the hydrophilic fiber-containing yarns collects liquid sweat from a wearer’s skin surface and maintains the collected sweat at the inner surface of the synthetic radiator fabric, generally in the vicinity of and/or in contact with the wearer’s skin, for encouraging evaporation of the sweat and providing evaporative cooling to the fabric wearer. The raised knit body construction extends from the inner surface toward, and defines, the outer surface, and comprises the hydrophobic fiber-containing yarns arranged in a radiator-like structure, the radiator-like construction forming egg-crate or honeycomb-like cells or pores, defined by the knit body and open to the inner surface of the radiator. At the outer surface of the synthetic radiator fabric, the hydrophobic fibers receive excess sweat from the wearer’s body at the outer surface, thereby to encourage rapid evaporation and drying, for improved breathability of the synthetic radiator fabric.

[0007] Preferred embodiments of the invention may include one or more of the following additional features. For example, skin cling at the inner surface of the synthetic radiator fabric is reduced via skin surface contact reduction with the yarns of the radiator-like construction. One or more outer surface regions define one or more through-flow apertures in the knit region of hydrophobic fibers for further enhancement of rapid evaporation and drying. The apertures are generally circular, or generally linear. The hydrophilic fibers comprise lyocell. The hydrophobic yarns and the hydrophilic yarns exhibit a contrasting color visibility creating a visible pattern knit in the raised knit body of the radiator, in engagement with the wearer’s skin, and the raised structure of the fabric body formed by the hydrophobic fibers, including the outer surface of the fabric, spaced from the wearer’s skin surface.

[0008] According to another aspect of the disclosures, a wearable garment comprises synthetic radiator fabrics with permanent mechanical wicking.

[0009] The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG. 1 is a face plan view of an inside surface 6, i.e., a surface facing disposed for contact with a wearer’s skin, of a synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking of this disclosure.

[0011] FIG. 2 is a similar, face plan view of an outside surface 7, i.e., a surface spaced from a wearer’s skin and exposed to flow of air, of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of FIG. 1.

[0012] FIG. 3 is a face plan view of an example of a metal radiator grid 20 exhibiting “egg-crate” or “honeycomb-like cell” elements conceptually similar to the “egg-crate” or “honeycomb-like cell” elements of the synthetic fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of the present disclosure.

[0013] FIGS. 4 and 5 are side view faces of a set of multiple “egg-crate” or “honeycomb-like cell” elements of a synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of this disclosure, taken in resection at the lines 4-4 and 5-5, respectively, of FIG. 1.

[0014] FIG. 6 is a somewhat diagrammatic face plan view of the exposed, inside surface 6 of a synthetic radiator fabric.
having permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure, with air-flow apertures (B) dispersed across the fabric surface (A).

[0015] FIG. 7 is a representative chart of cooling response for a synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of this disclosure, plotting heat energy extracted from the skin or a test plate (W/m²) versus Time (minutes), for a polyester fabric (indicated by solid line(s), H), for a synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of this disclosure (indicated by dash-dot-dash line(s), J), and for cotton fabric (indicated by dotted line, K).

[0016] FIG. 8 is a plan view of a representative radiator grid 12, e.g., with mesh-form (e.g., metal) grid.

[0017] FIG. 9 is an edge view of one embodiment of a raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure, while FIG. 10 is face plan view of an inner (i.e., facing/engaging a wearer’s skin) surface of, and FIG. 11 is a similar face plan view of an opposite, outer (i.e., spaced from the wearer’s skin) surface, of the raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking.

[0018] FIG. 12 is an edge view of another embodiment of a raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure, while FIG. 13 is face plan view of an inner (i.e., facing/engaging a wearer’s skin) surface of, and FIG. 14 is a similar face plan view of an opposite, outer (i.e., spaced from the wearer’s skin) surface, of this embodiment of the raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking.

[0019] FIGS. 15 and 16 are respective plan views of representative radiator grids 20, e.g., with mesh-form (e.g., metal), with grids having generally straight radiating fins.

[0020] FIG. 17 is an edge view of another embodiment of a raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure, while FIG. 18 is face plan view of an inner (i.e., facing/engaging a wearer’s skin) surface of, and FIG. 19 is a similar face plan view of an opposite, outer (i.e., spaced from the wearer’s skin) surface, of this embodiment of the raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking.

[0021] FIG. 20 is an edge view of another embodiment of a raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure, while FIG. 21 is face plan view of an inner (i.e., facing/engaging a wearer’s skin) surface of, and FIG. 22 is a similar face plan view of an opposite, outer (i.e., spaced from the wearer’s skin) surface, of this embodiment of the raised knit construction of the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking.

[0022] Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] The synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure, e.g. as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, was developed and is available commercially under the trademarks Polartec® DELTAM™ fabric. As mentioned above, the synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure was inspired, at least in part, by the vehicle radiator grid or matrix (or matrices). As well known, metal radiators and the like can take different shapes, but with the common characteristic of finning out across a surface to transfer heat from one region to another region. As will be described, the primary method of achieving heat transfer with the synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking of the present disclosure is evaporative cooling (as in contrast to the radiative heating and cooling known with standard radiator elements). In particular, the radiating elements in the synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking (also referred to commercially as “DELTAM™” fabric) are formed of hydrophobic yarns (e.g., polyester) and hydrophilic yarns (e.g., Tencel® Lyocell (the trademark Tencel® is owned by Lenzing AG)) “Lyocell” is a form of rayon, which consists of cellulose fiber made from dissolving pulp (bleached wood pulp) using jet-wet spinning. The placement of these hydrophilic yarns, located at the inner surface 6 of the fabric 10, serve to maximize the spread of sweat across the fabric, while holding a desired amount directly on the wearer’s skin for maximum evaporative cooling. These hydrophilic yarns 6 prolong the natural evaporative cooling response of the wearer’s skin, and hydrophobic yarns 7 forming or defining the openings in fabric matrix offer maximum breathability at the outer surface, spaced from the wearer’s skin.

[0024] The technology of the synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking may be visible to the wearer. For example, the material of the cooling (hydrophilic) fibers may take dye differently, and/or the knit patterns may be suggestive of being “air conditioned”. As a result, the color visibility of the cooling (hydrophilic) yarns may create a pattern visible and/or may be knit into a raised knit structure or body 8 that differentiates between hydrophilic fibers at inner surface 6 of the fabric, in engagement with the wearer’s skin, and the raised structure 8 of the fabric body 10 formed by the hydrophilic material, including at the outer surface of the fabric, spaced from the wearer’s skin surface.

[0025] Additional cooling comfort features of the synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking of the disclosure also include reduced skin cling, e.g., via reduction of inner fabric surface-to-skin contact. The synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking also has a desirably cool touch to the wearer’s skin, due, e.g., to the rapid evaporative cooling achieved as a result of the hydrophilic fibers/yarns of the inner surface 6. The synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking can also be treated to provide odor control, and also to provide enhanced UPF (“Ultra Protection Factor”) protection on most styles.

[0026] The synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking is known commercially in many channels as “DELTAM™”, or as “Polartec®” “DELTAM™” synthetic radiator fabric with mechanical wicking, because “delta” means change. For example, it will change how a person dresses for warm weather activity. In fact, the “DELTAM™” fabric is referred to by many as the “Goldilocks” of fabrics because it can just be right in many situations, i.e., neither too hot, nor too cool. The “DELTAM™” fabric can successfully navigate a middle ground of natural fibers and synthetic fibers, with comfort cues taken from cotton for immediate and long term cooling ability, and taken from syntheses for their fast dry time, reduced wet cling and chaffing. The real proof to “DELTAM™” fabric is in the wearing, but its performance is fully backed by solid textile science.
The synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking ("DELTATM") was developed by research-and-development engineers asked to construct a fabric radiator for cooling. Traditionally, a radiator is a structure that facilitates transfer of heat from one region or space to a region or space located somewhere else. Sweating is recognized as the primary mechanism for our bodies to dump excess heat when it's hot. The "DELTATM" fabric 10 has been devised and developed to maximize the effectiveness of the natural sweat response of a wearer's body. In actual use, the "DELTATM" fabric radiator carries a wearer's sweat and holds it right next to the skin, where it does the most good, with the wearer benefiting from evaporative cooling, i.e., by removal of the excess body heat, as the fabric dries.

The "DELTATM" synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking does not use metal fins, e.g. as in an actual radiator. Rather, it uses yarns. The fabric construction features hydrophilic yarns (e.g., seen as white in FIG. 1), which are knit into a radiator matrix that will prolong the skin's natural cooling response. This hydrophilic yarn will absorb and distribute water/sweat across the inner surface 6 (closer to the wearer's skin) of the fabric. It works in a manner somewhat similar to coolant in a car's radiator. That is, it carries and distributes the sweat across the inner surface 6, so that your skin can benefit from evaporative cooling. Hydrophobic zones 7, 8 (which appear in darker color, e.g. might be shown in orange in color drawings (FIGS. 1 and 2), created by synthetic yarn and a special knit construction selected for promotion of maximum breathability and a quick dry time. The special knit structure can reduce wet skin clinging, and the yarns are chosen to have a naturally cool touch that a wearer will want to put on when the conditions are hot. The "DELTATM" synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking also has odor control, which serves to perfect the experience, and a UPF rating in the mid weight range, selected to help keep a wearer safe and comfortable when outside in the sun, especially for extended periods.

Representative examples of typical metal radiator grids are shown in FIG. 10 (e.g., grid 12 having generally circular apertures for air movement) and in FIG. 15 and FIG. 16 (e.g. grids 50 and 60, having generally linear apertures for air movement).

Examples of synthetic radiator fabrics 10 of the disclosure, with permanent mechanical wicking are shown, e.g., in FIGS. 9 through 22. In particular,

FIG. 9 shows an end edge 34 of the raised knit body construction 31, while FIGS. 10 and 11 also show face plan views of each of the inner surface 30 and the outer surface 32 also indicated in FIG. 9;

FIG. 12 shows an end edge 44 of the raised knit body construction 41, while FIGS. 13 and 14 also show face plan views of each of the inner surface 40 and the outer surface 42 (also indicated in FIG. 12);

FIG. 17 shows an end edge 74 of the raised knit body construction 71, while FIGS. 18 and 19 also show face plan views of each of the inner surface 70 and the outer surface 72 (also indicated in FIG. 17); and

FIG. 20 shows an end edge 84 of the raised knit body construction 81, while FIGS. 21 and 22 also show face plan views of each of the inner surface 80 and the outer surface 82 (also indicated in FIG. 20).

Performance of the "DELTATM" synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking has been assessed in Polartec's controlled test chamber, including for settings at a hot, moderately humid environment. During these tests, a metal plate with water releasing pores was used to imitate hot sweating skin. The "DELTATM" synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking was placed on top of the plate and the evaporative cooling that occurred (in watts of heat energy extracted from the "skin" plate) was measured. This Polartec test was derived from the skin-model testing in ISO 11092 (Textiles—Physiological effects—Measurement of thermal and water-vapor resistance under steady-state conditions (sweating guarded-hot plate test (2014))).

As described above, the "DELTATM" synthetic radiator fabrics 10 with permanent mechanical wicking fabrics from Polartec sit in the sweet spot (or so-called "Goldilocks" zone) between cotton and polyester. The "DELTATM" fabrics exhibit a comfortable cooling pattern similar to that of cotton, but also act more like polyester for dry times, and for maintaining breathability when wet. Referring now to FIG. 7, the diagram shows the comparable dry time and breathability performances of the Polartec® "DELTATM" fabric, 100% Polyester fabric, and Cotton 100% fabric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Dry Time (minutes*)</th>
<th>Breathability when dry (RET**)</th>
<th>Breathability when wet (RET****)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polartec ®</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.7-4.0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELTA™</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5-3.0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyester</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.0-5.0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average Dry Time from skin model testing</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RET (water vapor resistance) per ISO11092 (2014)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***RET (water vapor resistance) from skin modeling during sweat phase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical Highlights and Performance Characteristics

In summary, the synthetic radiator fabric 10 with permanent mechanical wicking ("DELTATM") offers the critical advantages of combinations of:

- Cool touch;
- Superior wicking action (with hydrophilic yarns prolonging the skin's natural evaporative cooling response);
- High breathability, with hydrophobic zones in the knit matrix promoting maximum breathability;
- Reduced skin cling via surface contact reduction, for reduced chaffing and the reduced perception of being sweaty;
- Regulated drying; and
- Odor control.

In whole, The POLARTEC® DELTA™ fabric 10 further provide:

- Advanced cooling next-to-skin fabric technology;
- Optimal Base; and
- Hydrophilic yarns prolong skin’s natural evaporative cooling response.
Polartec® “Delta™” Fabrics:

[0048] Polartec DELTA™ synthetic radiator fabrics 10 with permanent mechanical wicking sit in the sweet spot, or “Goldilocks” zone, between cotton and polyester. These DELTA™ fabrics exhibit a comfortable cooling pattern similar to cotton, but act more like polyester for dry times and maintaining breathability when wet.

[0049] Polartec, LLC, a premium provider of innovative textile solutions, has launched its first cooling platform, Polartec® Delta™, a permanent mechanical wicking fabric that has permitted athletes and adventurers to evolve in their dress for performance in warmer climates. Inspired by the design of car and other vehicle radiators, the DELTA™ fabric is constructed of an optimal base layer that provides wicking capabilities, reduces skin cling, regulates drying and is highly breathable without any chemical treatments.

[0050] Traditionally, athletes turned to cotton, polyester or other synthetic garments in warmer climates, but then found them lacking because they either soaked through or weren’t breathable. The Polartec DELTA™ fabric sits in the sweet spot between cotton and polyester, shifting what it means to perform in warm weather. Polartec created its first cooling fabric to maximize the effectiveness of the body’s natural sweat response. The DELTA™ fabric 10 carries sweat and holds it next to skin where it most closely replicates the human body’s natural cooling processes while still allowing the fabric to dry quickly. Whether the athlete is a long distance runner, paddle boarding under intense heat or pushing themselves through a “WOD” (“Workout of the Day”), the DELTA™ fabric 10 provides comfort, reduces wet cling and chaffing and helps control odor.

[0051] With DELTA™ fabric, Polartec is now a four-season brand. DELTA™ fabric makes working out, running or doing anything in a warm climate in a wet cotton t-shirt a thing of the past. The fabric helps athletes stay in that “Just Right” zone where they can maximize their performance without overheating.

[0052] Polartec fabrics are normally associated with apparel that keeps you warm and dry. In order to now become a four-season brand; however, Polartec has now created its first cooling fabric in Polartec DELTA™ fabric.

[0053] There are no chemical reactions involved in the cooling process like might currently be found in some apparel that uses a xylitol finish. Instead, the DELTA™ fabric 10 is a permanent mechanical wicking fabric that was inspired by the design of car and other vehicle radiators, in that it transfers heat and sweat away from the wearer’s body and out to the air being blown across the outside of the fabric. This maximizes the effectiveness of the natural sweat response combined with the evaporative cooling process.

[0054] Polartec’s DELTA™ fabric sits in the sweet spot between cotton and polyester, with a unique honeycomb structure that carries the sweat away from the wearer’s skin, but holds it close enough for the wearer to get the benefits of the cooling as it evaporates. The result is a shirt or other garment that does not stick to the wearer as he or she sweats, dries quickly, cuts down on chaffing, and feels comfortable and soothing to wear.

[0055] Polartec’s DELTA™ fabric was created so that cooling fabric technologies can better utilize the body’s natural cooling process—sweat. In contrast, next-to-skin fabrics that target wicking and drying only keep moisture vapor moving, and do not work to actually solve overheating. DELTA™ fabric works harder and smarter by elevating yarns for increased airflow, optimizing moisture dispersal, and reducing friction against the skin.

[0056] Polartec’s DELTA™ fabric 10 is engineered with elevated structures knit across the fabric surface to increase airflow, reduce friction, and dissipate heat. This specialized knit construction is enhanced with a hydrophilic and hydrophobic yarn blends for advanced moisture management. The DELTA™ innovative fabric composition regulates drying times and allows breathability when wet. By working in “sync” with the body’s natural cooling response, the DELTA™ fabric outperforms other base fabrics in overly warm or hot conditions.

[0057] There are no chemical reactions involved in the cooling process, e.g. like might be expected or might be currently found, in some apparel that uses xylitol finish. Instead, the DELTA™ fabric is a permanent mechanical wicking fabric that was inspired by the design of car and other vehicle radiators, i.e., it transfers heat and sweat away from your body and out to the air being blown (or otherwise moving) across the outside of the fabric.

[0058] Polartec’s DELTA™ fabric 10 sits in the sweet spot between cotton and polyester, with a special honeycomb structure that carries the sweat away from the wearer’s skin, but holds is close enough that the wearer gets the benefits of the cooling as it (the sweat) evaporates. The result is a shirt (or other garment) that does not stick to the wearer’s skin as he/she as they sweat, dies quickly, cuts down on chaffing, and feels comfortable, and even soothing, to wear.

[0059] A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking, the fabric defining an inner surface and the fabric having a raised knit body construction defining an opposite outer surface, and the fabric comprising hydrophilic fiber-containing yarns and hydrophobic fiber-containing yarns, the inner surface comprising the hydrophilic fiber-containing yarns collecting liquid sweat from a wearer’s skin surface and maintaining the collected sweat at the inner surface of the synthetic radiator fabric, generally in the vicinity of and/or in contact with the wearer’s skin, for encouraging evaporation of the sweat and providing evaporative cooling to the fabric wearer, the raised knit body construction extending from the inner surface toward, and defining, the opposite outer surface, and comprising the hydrophilic fiber-containing yarns arranged in a radiator-like construction, the radiator-like construction forming egg-crate or honey-comb like cells or pores, defined by the knit body and open to the inner surface, and

2. The synthetic radiator fabric with permanent mechanical wicking of claim 1, wherein, skin cling at the inner surface of the synthetic radiator fabric is reduced via skin surface contact reduction with the yarns of the radiator-like construction.
3. The synthetic radiator fabric of claim 1, wherein one or more outer surface regions define one or more through-flow apertures in the knit region of hydrophobic fibers for further enhancement of rapid evaporation and drying.

4. The synthetic radiator fabric of claim 3, wherein the apertures are generally circular.

5. The synthetic radiator fabric of claim 3, wherein the apertures are generally linear.

6. The synthetic radiator fabric of claim 1, wherein the hydrophilic fibers comprise lyocell.

7. The synthetic radiator fabric of claim 1, wherein the hydrophobic yarns and the hydrophilic yarns exhibit a contrasting color visibility creating a visible pattern knit in the raised knit body that differentiates between the hydrophilic fibers at the inner surface of the fabric, in engagement with the wearer’s skin, and the raised structure of the fabric body formed by the hydrophobic fibers, including the outer surface of the fabric, spaced from the wearer’s skin surface.

8. A wearable garment comprising the synthetic radiator fabrics with permanent mechanical wicking of claim 1.